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Mary Lare Bagioso(august 31,1996)
 
I WAS THE ONE BIOGRAPHY OF MY OWN LIFE! !
MY FAVORITE THING IN MY LIFE IS WRITING ABOUT LIFE.
SPECIFICALLY THE PARTS OF LIFE CONCERNING LOVE!
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Butterfly-Kisses
 
I felt the first Butterfly-kisses
when i was a little girl
my grandparents feel me that way
the day i never known
my true parents are?
and that day was my precious
day i've ever had!
that was the day and time
i'd never ever forget in my whole
life! ! . they always been their
for me! they been care of
playing with them with a
stick of flower on my hair
BUTTERFLY-KISSES
at night was a wonderful
feeling before i get sleep!
Butterfly-kisses after
our bedtime! prayer for them.
i miss my BUTTERFLY-KISSES all the time!
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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Dear God
 
I got lost to communicate you
I got angry at you
Being mad of what happen
but the time im down you'll
never leave me alone!
your always listening
what ever i say!
sorry for all those
mistaken and repent on you
MY DEAR GOD
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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Little Life
 
My life was a terrible i saw it!
my life was a messerable i cope it!
my life was a like a star we can saw at night but we never saw in day!
all of a sudden the thing's in my llife and the one who love's you
never push them away for your little life!
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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Me & You
 
Passing the day's goes by
following all path i see
i never saw the light of an opened heart!
ME: i was affraid of dark side og mine
You: don't you ever think that my dear!
cause being affraid of the dark side will eat you're soul
to come over and become
ME and YOU! !
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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My Best Grand Pa!
 
There's two things i know for sure!
He was sent from heaven
and  she's grand pa's little girl
He was droped on my knees by
his bed at night!
she talks to JESUS! and close
my eyes and thank GOD for all
the joy in my life
but most of all i'll
thank HIM for giving me....
MY BEST GRAND PA :)
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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My Self
 
i was standing alone in a chasing pavement! with a broken heartred. i never
thought that someone will come over in your life.
i was standing alone again in chasing pavement.
expecting to come the mysterious who was i see.
then the next day i was thinkking then.
i was shocked! the mysterious who was i saw  all over MY SELF! !
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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'Sometimes'
 
Even though my love
will is here for you
i hope it will change your heart and mind!
to love me
stand and fight for feeling
even if bought of you
far away live and love
was the best liven in life!
 
'SOMETIMES'
 
i woke up that your not on my side
such as the thing like a
moment that we share
but i
admitted to foregive
all the facts i saw
that i never stood in it! !
 
'SOMETIMES'
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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Sweet Sixteen
 
Don't i deserve LOVE?
when i got the age of Sixteen
nobody greeted me at that
time one part woman
one part girl
thinking for the years go by!
but there are two thing im sure
GOD gave me a life to
LIVE, LOVE, enjoyed those thing
made a good thing to the
people who sorrounded
in me my SWEET SIXTEEN!
 
Mary Lare Bagioso
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